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 41 

Abstract:  42 

Leaf longevity (LL) varies more than 20-fold in tropical evergreen forests, but it is 43 

unclear how to capture these variations using predictive models. Current theories of 44 

LL that are based on carbon optimization principles are challenging to quantitatively 45 

assess because of uncertainty across species in the "ageing rate": the rate at which leaf 46 

photosynthetic capacity declines with age. Here, we present a meta-analysis of 49 47 

species across temperate and tropical biomes, demonstrating that the ageing rate of 48 

photosynthetic capacity is positively correlated with the mass-based carboxylation 49 

rate of mature leaves. We assess an improved trait-driven carbon optimality model 50 

with in-situ LL data for 105 species in two Panamanian forests. We show that our 51 
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model explains over 40% of the cross-species variation in LL under contrasting light 52 

environment. Collectively, our results reveal how variation in LL emerges from 53 

carbon optimization constrained by both leaf structural traits and abiotic environment.   54 

 55 

Introduction 56 

Leaf longevity (LL) is a critical plant trait closely linked to plant resource use, 57 

phenology, and growth strategy (Wright et al. 2004, Wu et al. 2016a). In tropical 58 

forests, there is remarkable diversity in LL across species, ranging from several weeks 59 

to six years or more (Reich et al. 1991, Russo & Kitajima 2016). Additionally, LL 60 

exhibits substantial phenotypic plasticity within the same species, including high 61 

sensitivity to variations in light environment (Williams et al. 1989, Lusk et al. 2008, 62 

Kitajima et al. 2013, Russo & Kitajima 2016). These variations in LL are associated 63 

with variations of other leaf traits, including leaf mass per area (LMA) and maximum 64 

carbon assimilation rate as described by the leaf economics spectrum (Wright et al. 65 

2004).  66 

A common theory to explain variations in LL regards LL as an outcome of 67 

plant strategy to optimize carbon gain (Chabot & Hicks 1982) or the associated plant 68 

water use (Blonder et al. 2011). Previous studies have proposed carbon optimality 69 

models at both leaf-level (Kikuzawa 1991) and canopy-level (Ackerly 1999, 70 

McMutrie & Dewar 2011). These models provide theoretical basis to explain the leaf 71 

economics spectrum.  Here, we focus on the foundational leaf-level optimality model. 72 

The leaf-level model searches the optimal leaf longevity that maximizes average 73 

carbon gain per unit time. Based on the assumptions that (i) plants can produce new 74 

leaves at any time of year, (ii) leaf construction cost is a one-time investment at leaf 75 

production, and (iii) daily carbon gain is maximal when leaves are young and declines 76 

approximately linearly as leaves age, Kikuzawa (1991) predicts: 77 

  ,   (E1) 78 

where LL (day) denotes the optimal leaf longevity, Aa (g m-2 day-1) is daily carbon 79 

assimilation rate per leaf area when leaf age is zero, b (day) is the age when daily 80 

carbon assimilation rate would be reduced to zero, LMA (g m-2) is leaf mass per area, 81 
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and CC (gC gC-1) denotes the carbon construction cost per unit leaf mass carbon. In 82 

equation E1, LL varies positively with LMA and negatively with Aa

First, the covariation of plant functional traits is often ignored or poorly 87 

represented when LL is modeled. For example, the decline rate of photosynthetic 88 

capacity during leaf ageing (the inverse of b in E1, referred to as "leaf ageing rate" 89 

here after) covaries with LMA and photosynthetic capacity (Kitajima et al. 1997, 90 

Kikuzawa et al. 2006). Quantifying this trait covariation will allow us to infer leaf 91 

ageing rate, which is often difficult to measure (Osada et al. 2015), and improve the 92 

accuracy of the carbon optimality model for LL (Kikuzawa et al. 2013).  93 

, which is 83 

supported by the leaf economics spectrum (Wright et al. 2004). However, we contend 84 

that the accuracy and practical applicability of equation E1 is limited in several 85 

respects.  86 

Second, it is difficult to incorporate the effects of the abiotic environment on 94 

daily carbon gain in equation E1. For example, the light gradient from the canopy to 95 

the deeply shaded understory must be incorporated to accurately assess leaf carbon 96 

economy in tropical forests. Kikuzawa et al. (2004) addressed this problem by 97 

estimating mean labor time of a leaf, which is the ratio of realized daily carbon gain to 98 

potential carbon gain rate. However, mean labor time cannot be directly measured and 99 

its value is difficult to determine because it varies greatly across species and 100 

environments (Kikuzawa et al. 2006). A potentially more accurate way to assess leaf 101 

carbon gain involves using biochemical photosynthesis models to capture leaf-102 

specific response of daily carbon gain to environmental variations (Falster et al. 2012).  103 

Third, construction costs based only on biochemical energy and materials 104 

required to build the leaf may be underestimated. From a whole-plant perspective, 105 

construction cost also includes petioles and branches that hold the leaf, the associated 106 

growth respiration (Kikuzawa & Ackerly 1999), the costs of nutrient acquisition, and 107 

buds and young leaves lost to herbivory (Coley and Barone 1996). Ignoring these 108 

plant-level cost would create a negative bias in the predicted optimal LL.  109 

 Together, these problems can limit the predictive power of the LL optimality 110 

model. However, evaluation of the optimality model is lacking in tropical forests. The 111 

objective of this paper is to rigorously test how well the leaf-level optimality theory 112 

can explain the variation in LL observed in tropical forests. To achieve this goal, we 113 
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improve the optimality model by incorporating a mechanistic biochemical 114 

photosynthesis module that can realistically account for leaf abiotic environment. We 115 

subsequently evaluate three hypotheses that address the limitations of LL optimality 116 

models: (1) leaf ageing rates covary strongly with mass-based photosynthetic capacity 117 

of mature leaves across species, (2) the predictive power of the optimality model can 118 

be enhanced by accounting for both variations of leaf ageing rate and within-canopy 119 

variations of light environment, and (3) the performance of the optimality model 120 

benefits from increased construction cost, especially for canopy-tree leaves. We test 121 

the first hypothesis with meta-analysis over 49 species across biomes and the second 122 

and third hypotheses with numerical simulations and a functional trait database 123 

including well-quantified LL observations for over 100 species, collected in two 124 

Panamanian moist lowland forests. Finally, we also investigate the model sensitivity 125 

to input leaf functional traits and explore the predicted leaf lifetime-integrated carbon 126 

budget. 127 

 128 

Material and methods 129 

Model description 130 

 Consistent with the previous optimality approach (Kikuzawa 1991), the 131 

central idea of our leaf longevity model is to optimize net leaf carbon gain averaged 132 

over the entire lifetime of the leaf. To achieve the optimization, we track the average 133 

carbon gain rate G as a function of leaf age (t; days), which is calculated as the 134 

integration of daily leaf carbon gain (g(u) at day u) over t minus construction cost, 135 

divided by t: 136 

.   (E2) 137 

CCleaf denotes the leaf-level biochemical cost to build the leaf, which is set to be 1.5 138 

gC gC-1 (Villar & Merino 2001, details in Appendix 1). CCplant represents the usually 139 

unaccounted-for plant-level cost. Because we lack direct measurements of CCplant, we 140 

first set it to 0, and then perform a model sensitivity analysis. LMA is regarded as a 141 

constant, equal to the LMA of mature leaves because the model treats construction 142 
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cost as a one-time investment. Differentiating E2 with respect to t and reorganizing, 143 

we obtain:  144 

.      (E3) 145 

The optimal leaf longevity is defined as the time when G(t) reaches maximum 146 

(dG(t)/dt = 0), i.e., when G(t) and g(t) are equal. Resolving the optimal leaf longevity 147 

thus requires estimation of g(t) and G(t).  148 

We adopt a mechanistic photosynthesis model (Farquhar et al. 1980) coupled 149 

with a stomatal conductance scheme parameterized for tropical evergreen forests (Lin 150 

et al. 2015) to evaluate the variations in g(t) due to biotic and environmental factors 151 

(details in Appendix 1). This photosynthesis model framework is successful to 152 

capture carbon assimilation in tropical forests (Wu et al. 2017). The model runs at 153 

sub-daily time scale, calculating the diel cycle of carbon assimilation rates driven by 154 

changes in light, temperature, and vapor pressure deficit. The function g(t) is 155 

calculated as the integration of net carbon assimilation rates over the whole day. 156 

Leaf age affects the modeled area-based maximum carboxylation rate (at 25℃, 157 

denoted Vcmax25a) and maximum electron transport rate (at 25℃, denoted Jmax25a), 158 

and thus indirectly influences the realized daily carbon gain. In contrast with previous 159 

leaf ageing parameterization, we also explicitly include leaf maturation process. We 160 

assume that Vcmax25a

.    (E4) 164 

 is zero when leaf age is zero. As leaves develop and mature, 161 

Vcmax25 increases linearly to a maximum value (�����25���������������) in two months, and 162 

then declines linearly (top panels in Fig. 1): 163 

Here, t denotes days since Vcmax25a begins to decline. b is the age when Vcmax25a 165 

would be zero as in E1, which determines the leaf ageing rate. This linear decline was 166 

also adopted in Kikuzawa (1991) and has been corroborated by field observations 167 

(Kitajima et al. 1997, Wilson et al. 2001, Osada et al. 2015). In particular, this 168 

Vcmax25-age relation with leaf maturation matches well with in-situ continuous 169 

Vcmax25 observations in tropical moist forest (Fig. S1). Jmax25a, which is 170 

parameterized as proportional to Vcmax25a (Appendix 1), also declines linearly after 171 
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leaf maturation. Leaf dark respiration rate at 25℃ is set to 0.015 ×  �����25��������������� (Xu 172 

et al. 2016) and respiration rate remains constant throughout the leaf lifetime, 173 

consistent with previous observations for both temperate (Hardwick et al. 1968, Xu & 174 

Baldocchi 2003) and tropical (Kitajima et al. 2002) plants. 175 

 The optimal LL cannot be derived analytically in our scheme. Therefore, we 176 

track g(t) and G(t) starting from leaf age = 0 and numerically determine the optimal 177 

LL by finding the leaf age when g(t) equals G(t) (bottom panels in Fig. 1). Consistent 178 

with E1, the predicted LL from our model varies positively with LMA (Fig. 1a&b) 179 

and negatively with the ageing rate (Fig. 1c&d). However, the partial sensitivity of 180 

predicted leaf longevity to changes in �����25��������������� is relatively small because G(t) and 181 

g(t) curves shift in a similar pattern and magnitude, resulting in little change of the 182 

intersection of the two curves. In addition to plant functional traits, light environment 183 

can strongly affect realized leaf carbon gain and thus influence optimal leaf longevity 184 

(Fig. 1g&h).  185 

Meta-analysis of photosynthetic capacity decline 186 

We conducted a meta-analysis using data from studies that report both leaf 187 

ageing rate and the maximum light-saturated photosynthesis rate during leaf lifetime 188 

(Kitajima et al. 1997, 2002, Kikuzawa et al. 2006, Stefanescu 2006, Wu et al. 2016a, 189 

2016b, G.A. Martins unpublished data). Parameters b, �����25��������������� and LMA were 190 

recorded or estimated for each species (see Appendix 1 for detail). In total, we 191 

compiled a dataset including 19 temperate and 30 tropical species (Appendix 2).  192 

We performed regression analysis of the relationship between b and 193 �����25���������������� (mass-based Vcmax25, equal to �����25��������������� /LMA). We first used 194 

multiple regression to investigate the importance of  �����25��������������� and LMA in 195 

determining b. We then used reduced major axis regression to estimate the 196 

relationship between b and �����25���������������� because both variables were measured with 197 

error (Smith 2009). Results for the tropical species only were used to drive our leaf 198 

longevity model.  199 

Model input and validation data 200 
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 We collected leaf functional trait data needed to drive and evaluate our model 201 

at two forest sites in Panama. The Fort Sherman/San Lorenzo (FTS, 9°16’N, 79°58’W) 202 

site is relatively wet, with annual rainfall averaging 3200 mm and 3-4 months long 203 

dry season. The Parque Natural Metropolitano (PNM, 8°59'N, 79°32'W) site is 204 

relatively dry, with annual rainfall averaging 1850 mm and 4-5 months long dry 205 

season. We obtained hourly measurements of incoming radiation, air temperature and 206 

vapor pressure deficit from long-term meteorological station data 207 

(http://biogeodb.stri.si.edu/physical_monitoring/). 208 

In the two forests, we censused all leaves on the branches of understory 209 

saplings (or the whole sapling if possible) and all leaves on three randomly chosen, 210 

fully sun-exposed branches for canopy trees and lianas every month. Two cranes at 211 

each site (42m at PNM and 52m at FTS) allowed access to the canopy. We used 212 

leaves followed from birth to death from 1995 to 2003 to estimate median leaf 213 

longevity for each species, and included species with six or more leaf longevity 214 

values in our analysis to avoid observation bias due to small sample size. We 215 

measured LMA of fully-developed leaves for all species and also estimated light-216 

saturated carbon assimilation rates per area (Asat) by fitting photosynthesis light 217 

response curves. These leaf trait data were collected between 1999 and 2002. We then 218 

calculated the corresponding �����25��������������� by inverting the RuBisCO-limited 219 

photosynthesis equation in Farquhar’s photosynthesis model (Appendix 1). During 220 

the calculation, we assumed that (i) ambient temperature and vapor pressure deficit 221 

for Asat

Numerical experiments 229 

 measurements are equal to long-term average values at 10:00AM, (ii) leaf 222 

temperature for understory leaves is equal to the ambient temperature, and (iii) leaf 223 

temperature for canopy leaves (under direct sunlight) is about 5℃ higher than 224 

understory leaves (Rey-Sánchez et al. 2016, Slot & Winter 2017). In total, there are 225 

140 data entries (102 for canopy leaves, 38 for understory leaves) from 105 species in 226 

our study (Appendix 3). Most of the data (102 out of 140) is for evergreen species 227 

based on local expertise. 228 

 We conducted three sets of simulations (S1-S3) In set S1, we used the same b 230 

value for all leaves, calculated from the average �����25���������������� across all leaves using 231 

the relationship derived in our meta-analysis. All leaves receive canopy-level light. In 232 
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set S2, we set different b values across leaves, which were calculated from the 233 

observed �����25���������������� for each leaf. All leaves receive canopy-level light. Set S3 is the 234 

same as S2 except that canopy leaves receive canopy-level light and understory leaves 235 

receive understory-level light. Simulation S3 serves to evaluate the performance of 236 

optimality principle to explain LL variations while the comparison of S1-S3 shows 237 

the importance of leaf ageing rate and within-canopy light gradient. 238 

 All simulation sets were driven by the observed LMA, �����25��������������� and multi-239 

year average diel cycles of meteorological forcing (Fig. S2). Because the optimal LL 240 

under average environmental conditions is our major interest, climatic seasonality was 241 

not included in our analysis for simplicity. Light level was derived from the observed 242 

incoming radiation and a multi-layer canopy radiative transfer model (Appendix 1). In 243 

the radiative transfer model, the total forest LAI is set as 6 according to field 244 

observations. Light received by the top 1 LAI was used as canopy-level light and light 245 

received by the bottom 1 LAI was used as understory-level light (Fig. S2). To 246 

compare the predicted LL with the observations, the predicted LL was subtracted by 247 

the time to reach maturity in our model (two months) because the leaf age was treated 248 

as zero for fully expanded leaves in observations. Correlation and reduced major axis 249 

regression analysis was performed between the predicted LL and the observed LMA, 250 �����25���������������, and LL. All variables were log-transformed before statistical analysis. 251 

 In all three simulations, CCplant was set to zero. To investigate the model 252 

sensitivity to plant-level construction cost, we performed additional simulations, 253 

following the assumptions in simulation set S3. Earlier studies estimated CCplant as 254 

between 0.1-1.1 time of CCleaf (Kikuzawa & Ackerly 1999). Thus, we gradually 255 

increased CCplant from 0 to 2 times of CCleaf

 Finally, we investigated the model sensitivity to changes in the values of LMA 259 

and �����25���������������. We calculated the predicted LL and the associated optimal average 260 

lifetime carbon gain rate (maximum G(t) in E2) for different combinations of LMA 261 

and �����25��������������� within the observed range (10 – 250 g m

. We examined the changes of the 256 

correlation, regression slope and root mean square error normalized by the average 257 

observed LL (NRMSE) between predicted leaf longevity and the observed values.  258 

-2 for LMA and 5-150 μmol 262 

m-2 s-1 for �����25���������������). Furthermore, we calculated the total leaf lifetime carbon gain 263 

per leaf biomass if leaves senesce at the predicted LL. This value measures leaf 264 
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lifetime net carbon gain (LCG), which has been proposed to either be independent 265 

from LL (Mediavilla & Escudero 2003, Kikuzawa et al. 2006) or to increase with LL 266 

(Falster et al. 2012).  267 

 We used Python version 2.7 (Python Software 268 

Foundation, http://www.python.org) for all our analyses. The code for our model and 269 

experiments can be found in Appendix 4.  270 

Results 271 

Leaf ageing rate 272 

 Our meta-analysis shows that the parameter b (the inverse of leaf ageing rate) 273 

varies by two orders of magnitude (Fig. 2), ranging from 36 d to 4509 d. Over all 274 

species, b is negatively correlated with mass-based photosynthetic capacity, 275 �����25���������������� (r = -0.83, p << 0.001). Because �����25���������������� depends on both 276 �����25��������������� and LMA, we further checked the relation between b and these two 277 

functional traits separately (Fig. S3). Our results show that b is negatively correlated 278 

with �����25��������������� (r = -0.43, p = 0.007) and positively correlated with LMA (r = 0.73, 279 

p << 0.001). Meanwhile there is no significant correlation between LMA and 280 �����25��������������� (r = -0.08, p = 0.65). Multiple regression analysis also suggests that both 281 

functional traits should be incorporated to better infer b (Table S1). 282 

The correlation between b and �����25���������������� is preserved when we consider 283 

only tropical species (r = -0.73, p << 0.001). The slope and intercept values from 284 

reduced major axis regression are very similar between all data (-1.38, 2.29) and 285 

tropical data (-1.36, 2.35). In general, deciduous species have higher �����25���������������� and 286 

lower b values while evergreen species show the opposite (Fig. 2). This leaf habit 287 

separation is more prominent among temperate species than tropical species. 288 

Observed and simulated variations of LL 289 

 In-situ observations of LL range from 35 days to 1855 days. Over all leaves, 290 

the observed leaf longevity is not correlated with LMA (r = -0.002, p = 0.98) but is 291 

negatively correlated with �����25��������������� (r = -0.44, p << 0.001). However, there is large 292 

within-canopy variation in leaf functional traits. After separating the data into canopy 293 
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leaves and understory leaves, the observed LL is positively correlated with LMA but 294 

is not correlated with �����25��������������� within each forest stratum (Fig. 3a-b and Table 1).  295 

 In simulation S1

Inclusion of the realistic understory light levels in simulation set S3 increased 304 

the predicted LL for understory leaves (Fig. 3k). The regression slopes between the 305 

predicted and the observed LL for all the leaves became very close to 1 (1.03). 306 

However, the slopes within canopy and understory subgroups were still biased low. In 307 

this simulation, the predicted LL is not correlated with LMA over all the leaves, 308 

which is consistent with the observations (cf. Figs. 3a and 3i) and the slope of the 309 

predicted LL-�����25��������������� relationship (-1.20) is similar to the value derived from 310 

observations (-1.13) (cf. Figs. 3b and 3j). This fundamental pattern persists when we 311 

include only evergreen species in our analysis (Fig. S4). 312 

, the model underestimated the range of LL (~150 days vs 296 

~1500 days) by an order of magnitude, biasing the relationship between the predicted 297 

LL and the observed functional traits (Fig. 3c-e). We obtained a better prediction of 298 

LL in simulation set S2 because of the inclusion of variation in parameter b. The 299 

regression slope between the simulated and the observed LL increased from ~0.12 in 300 

simulation S1 to 0.7-0.8 in simulation S2 (cf. Figs. 3e and 3h). As a result, the slopes 301 

of the predicted LL against LMA and �����25��������������� became much closer to the 302 

observed values (Table 1, Fig. 3f&g).  303 

Model sensitivity to parameters 313 

 The performance of our optimality model overall is not very sensitive to 314 

parameter CCplant (Fig. 4) because changes of construction cost only mildly influence 315 

leaf lifetime carbon economy (Fig. 1b). When CCplant/CCleaf increased from 0 to 2, 316 

the correlation between the observed and simulated LL decreased a little while 317 

regression slope slowly deviated away from 1. Meanwhile, the model bias measured 318 

by NRMSE decreased first and then increased. Canopy and understory leaves showed 319 

different patterns. Model performance was best when CCplant/CCleaf

 Figure 5 presents the model sensitivity to the two input functional traits for 322 

canopy and understory leaves. The predicted LL is very sensitive to LMA while it is 323 

only sensitive to �����25��������������� when LMA is large (Fig. 5a&b). In contrast, the 324 

 was ~0.8 for 320 

canopy leaves but when the ratio was 0 for understory leaves.  321 A
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predicted area-based optimal net carbon gain rate (G(t)) is mostly controlled by 325 �����25��������������� (Fig. 5c&d)). For canopy leaves, G(t) reaches a maximum when 326 �����25��������������� is around 50 to 100 μmol m-2 s-1. For understory leaves, G(t) is only 327 

positive when �����25��������������� is lower than 20 μmol m-2 s-1 and monotonically decreases 328 

as �����25��������������� increases. Finally, lifetime carbon gain (LCG) is relatively insensitive 329 

to LMA and decreases with increasing �����25��������������� (Fig. 5e&f). Under canopy light, 330 

leaves within the range of �����25��������������� observed in tropical forests (20 – 100 μmol m-2 331 

s-1

Discussion 335 

) are predicted to achieve LCG equivalent to 4 - 12 times of its leaf biomass. Under 332 

understory light, leaves with very low �����25��������������� can still achieve high LCG because 333 

their LL can be very long (Fig. 5b). 334 

Coordination between leaf ageing rate and mass-based photosynthetic capacity 336 

 Our meta-analysis supports the hypothesis that leaf ageing rate (the inverse of 337 

b) covaries with area-based maximum carboxylation rate (�����25���������������) and leaf 338 

structure (LMA) and thus can be best inferred from mass-based �����25���������������� (Fig. 2, 339 

Table S1). This relation may ultimately be driven by both ecological coordination 340 

with plant growth strategy and plant defense against environmental stresses. The 341 

decline of photosynthetic capacity can be caused by the reduction of either leaf 342 

nitrogen concentration or nitrogen use efficiency (Kitajima et al. 1997, Mediavilla & 343 

Escudero 2003). First, the reduction of nitrogen concentration is possibly because 344 

self-shading can occur during shoot extension (Field 1983) and plants redistribute 345 

nitrogen from old leaves to new leaves (Ackerly 1999). Leaves with high �����25���������������� 346 

usually belong to fast-growing and shade-intolerant species, which could benefit from 347 

fast nitrogen resorption and high photosynthetic decline rate. In contrast, species with 348 

low �����25���������������� are less nitrogen-demanding and more tolerant to shading. Therefore, 349 

it is not necessary for those plants to resorb nitrogen rapidly. However, leaf ageing 350 

rates of most tropical species in our meta-analysis is unlikely due to self-shading 351 

because leaf light environment did not change much during repeated measurements 352 

(Kitajima et al. 1997, Stefanescu 2006). Second, the reduction of nitrogen use 353 

efficiency can be caused by accumulated damage of photosynthetic enzymes or 354 

reduced mesophyll conductance (Flexas et al. 2008) due to environmental stressors 355 
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(Monaghan et al. 2009, Xu & Baldocchi 2003). Leaves with high �����25���������������� would 356 

have less protection per unit photosynthetic machinery and show a faster ageing rate.  357 

 In our analysis, the coordination between leaf ageing rate and �����25���������������� is 358 

conserved across species, leaf habit types (deciduous versus evergreen) and biomes. 359 

However, it is noteworthy that the correlation across biomes is stronger than the 360 

correlation within the same biome (Fig. 2). For example, temperate deciduous species 361 

show relatively small variation in leaf ageing rates. This is possibly because of an 362 

adaptation to the strong seasonality of radiation and photoperiod in temperate regions 363 

(Bauerle et al. 2012). Compilation of more data is necessary to advance our 364 

understanding of the leaf ageing process in temperate forests. 365 

In our carbon optimality model, the coordination between leaf ageing rate and 366 �����25���������������� is critical to model performance (Fig. 3). The incorporation of leaf-367 

specific b values estimated from the coordination significantly reduced the bias 368 

between the predicted and observed LL (cf. S1 and S2 in Table 1).  369 

Within-canopy variation of LL and the leaf economics spectrum (LES) 370 

 LL varies widely between conspecific sun and shade leaves (32 species in 371 

total) in our tropical data set (Fig. S5). Regression analysis shows that there is no 372 

strong trait covariance when all leaves were grouped together (Fig. 3a), which 373 

indicates that an LES derived from global scale (Wright et al. 2004) cannot be blithely 374 

applied at local scale. Trait covariance is recovered when we group leaves sharing 375 

similar microenvironments (i.e., canopy and understory leaves), suggesting that the 376 

LES slope and intercept can be influenced by environmental factors (Wright et al. 377 

2005).  378 

 Our analysis demonstrates that the within-canopy variations of LL and LES 379 

can be accounted for in our carbon optimality model. Under simulation S3, the 380 

predicted LL is higher for understory leaves with a given LMA compared with 381 

canopy leaves. The predicted LL-LMA slope for low light-level understory is also 382 

larger than the slope for high light-level canopy leaves (Table 1), which is consistent 383 

with our data set and other analyses (Wright et al. 2005). The model can capture this 384 

within-canopy variation for two reasons. First, although understory leaves have lower 385 �����25��������������� and LMA compared with canopy leaves (Fig. S5), they generally have 386 
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low �����25���������������� and thus have low leaf ageing rates in our model. This is consistent 387 

with the idea that shade-tolerant understory leaves should invest more resources to 388 

build tough leaves in tropical forests (Kitajima et al. 2012). Therefore, the 389 

incorporation of leaf-specific b values helps the model to partly capture within-390 

canopy variation (cf. S2 and S1 in Fig. 3). Second, understory leaves achieve lower 391 

carbon gain due to strong light limitation (cf. Fig. 5c and 5d). To reach carbon 392 

optimality in our model, the understory leaves need to survive longer (cf. S3 and S2 in 393 

Fig. 3). These results support our second hypothesis that both variations of leaf ageing 394 

rate and light environment are critical to predicting within-canopy variations of LL.  395 

 The remaining difference between the simulated and observed LL reflects 396 

possible limitations in our LL optimality model. First, leaf morphological, structural 397 

and nutrient traits that are not included in the optimality model might modify realized 398 

leaf longevity (Wright & Westoby 2003, Kitajima et al. 2012). However, further 399 

quantitative analysis shows that the residuals are not correlated with those traits (Fig. 400 

S6). Second, our leaf-level carbon optimization criterion is most appropriate when the 401 

growth environment does not change significantly throughout leaf lifetime (Kikuzawa 402 

1991). However, leaf light environment can decrease radically due to self-shading, 403 

especially for fast-growing plants. In this case, the optimization should operate at 404 

canopy scale by keeping the old shaded leaves until their daily carbon gain becomes 405 

zero due to self-shading (Ackerly 1999). This change of optimization criterion could 406 

lead to longer LL. Third, we assumed young leaves needed two months to expand and 407 

mature based on observations of two Amazonian species (Fig. S1). Some tropical 408 

species expand their leaves in as little as two weeks, possibly to avoid herbivore 409 

damage (Coley & Barone 1996). Reducing the period of leaf maturation in our model 410 

would increase the simulated LL values. Fourth, construction cost might not be a 411 

constant for different leaves. For example, canopy leaves require more carbon for 412 

supporting tissues, nutrient transportation, and photoprotection (Steyn et al. 2002) 413 

compared with understory leaves. Resorption of carbon and other nutrient during leaf 414 

senescence (Wright & Westoby 2003, Vergutz et al. 2012) and its associated 415 

energetic cost might also vary among canopy and understory leaves and thus change 416 

the net leaf construction cost. Our sensitivity test shows that the regression slope 417 

becomes closer to 1 and NRMSE decreases for canopy leaves under higher CCplant, 418 

supporting our third hypothesis that the model performance benefits from increased 419 
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construction cost for canopy-tree leaves (Fig. 4). However, the performance 420 

improvement is marginal, especially measured from the correlation between the 421 

predicted and observed LL values. 422 

Optimal leaf lifetime carbon gain 423 

 The central feature of the carbon optimality model is to regard LL as a 424 

mechanism to optimize leaf lifetime carbon gain. In our approach, the optimized area-425 

based net lifetime carbon gain rate (G(t)) is mainly controlled by �����25���������������. 426 

Interestingly, in our tropical data set, the average �����25��������������� is 19.7 μmol m-2 s-1 for 427 

understory leaves and 63.2 μmol m-2 s-1

 Previous studies have reported that leaf lifetime return (equivalent to LCG + 432 

CC in our model) is independent from LL (Mediavilla & Escudero 2003, Kikuzawa et 433 

al. 2006). In our approach, the predicted leaf lifetime return increases with LL 434 

because the average carbon gain rate is not exactly proportional to the inverse of leaf 435 

longevity (Fig. S7). Our results agree with another modelling study which focused on 436 

a smaller data set from an Australian forest (Falster et al. 2012). However, if leaf 437 

lifetime return increases with LL, why are there still many species with short LL? One 438 

explanation is that the value of carbon gain might be discounted with time (Westoby 439 

et al. 2000). The benefit of long-lived leaves can only be realized when the leaves can 440 

actually live to their optimal leaf longevity. Various environmental stresses, including 441 

herbivory and disturbances such as wind storms, can kill leaves before their optimal 442 

age. The potential damage can be reduced for leaves with short LL. On the other hand, 443 

the light-level could decrease significantly due to leaf over-topping especially for 444 

early-successional species colonizing forest gaps. Short LL allows these plants to 445 

quickly redistribute nitrogen within individual canopy and achieve better whole-plant 446 

nitrogen use efficiency (Field & Mooney 1983). 447 

 for canopy leaves, which are very close to the 428 �����25��������������� values that allow high G(t) in our model predictions (Fig. 5c&d). This 429 

result suggests that plants can actively adjust leaf biochemical properties to reach 430 

optimal carbon gain in accordance with light availability (Lloyd et al. 2010).  431 

There are few estimates for lifetime net carbon return rate of leaves in tropical 448 

rainforests. Williams et al. (1989) reported that leaf lifetime carbon gain can exceed 449 

10 for canopy leaves for the genus Piper. Another way to estimate whole-canopy leaf 450 
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lifetime return is to calculate the ratio of gross primary production minus leaf 451 

respiration (carbon gain) over net primary production allocated to leaves 452 

(normalization by leaf mass). This ratio is about 7 in Amazonian rain forests (data 453 

from Malhi et al. 2011), which falls in our predicted range (5-20).  454 

Conclusion 455 

 The leaf life cycle has been recognized as critical for understanding tropical 456 

seasonality and carbon dynamics (Kim et al. 2012, Wu et al. 2016a, Restrepo-Coupe 457 

et al. 2016). Our results show that leaf longevity, a key metric of the leaf life cycle, 458 

can be quantitatively predicted with a leaf-level carbon optimality model if realistic 459 

rates of leaf ageing and micro-environment are incorporated. Our model may be used 460 

to help to reduce uncertainties in projected vegetation dynamics in tropical forests 461 

(Huntingford et al. 2013). Moreover, this model can be extended to consider the leaf-462 

level economy of other nutrients (Falster et al. 2012) and has the potential to capture 463 

the adaptive responses of leaf longevity to environmental changes such as warming 464 

(Kikuzawa et al. 2013). It will be of great interest to investigate whether the carbon 465 

optimality model can capture the changes of leaf longevity and leaf economics 466 

spectrum across various environmental gradients (Wright et al. 2005) as well as under 467 

CO2

 473 

 fertilization and nutrient addition (Craine & Reich 2001). It is also noteworthy 468 

that the physiological pathway that allows the plants to shed leaves at optimal carbon 469 

gain is still not clear. Meanwhile, a large portion of the variation in LL is not 470 

explained by the carbon optimality model nor other functional traits. These remaining 471 

knowledge gaps invite further investigations in the future. 472 
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 626 

Table 1 Statistical analysis for the leaf longevity (LL) results of Fig. 3. Each cell 627 

records the slope from reduced major axis regression (95% CI in parentheses) and 628 

Pearson’s r. Bolded values indicate p < 0.01 and * indicates p < 0.001. Regression 629 

results are only displayed when correlation p < 0.01. All the variables were log-630 

transformed before analysis. 631 

 OBS LL LL in S1 LL in S2 LL in S3 

vs LMA  

(canopy) 

1.66 (1.37, 1.93) 

r = 0.53* 

0.22 (0.20, 0.24) 

r = 0.85* 

1.35 (1.16, 1.53) 

r = 0.71* 

1.35 (1.16, 1.53) 

r = 0.71* 

vs LMA 

(understory) 

2.10 (1.51, 2.69) 

r = 0.55

0.25 (0.20, 0.30) 
* r = 0.77

1.40 (1.05, 1.75) 
* r = 0.67

1.70 (1.29, 2.11) 
* r = 0.70* 

vs LMA  

(all) 

 

r = 0.00 

0.18 (0.17, 0.20) 

r = 0.84* 

1.01 (0.85, 1.17) 

r = 0.32* 

 

r = -0.18 

vs ����������������������� 

(canopy) 

 

r = -0.04 

0.21 (0.17, 0.25) 

r = 0.26 

-1.27 (-1.47, -1.06) 

r = -0.58

-1.27 (-1.47, -1.06) 
* r = -0.58* 

vs ����������������������� 

(understory) 

 

r = -0.21 

-0.23 (-0.30, -0.16) 

r = -0.47 

-1.29 (-1.62, -0.96) 

r = -0.67* 

-1.57 (-1.98, -1.15) 

r = -0.63 

vs ����������������������� 

(all) 

-1.13 (-1.30, -0.96) 

r = -0.44

0.14 (0.12, 0.16) 
* r = 0.37* 

-0.77 (-0.88, -0.66) 

r = -0.54

-1.20 (-1.32, -1.09) 
* r = -0.84* 

vs OBS LL 

(canopy) 

N/A 0.13 (0.11, 0.16) 

r = 0.32* 

0.81 (0.67, 0.96) 

r = 0.45* 

0.81 (0.67, 0.96) 

r = 0.45

vs OBS LL 

* 

(understory) 

N/A 0.12 (0.08, 0.15) 

r = 0.48 

0.67 (0.48, 0.85) 

r = 0.56

0.81 (0.59, 1.03) 
* r = 0.58* 

vs OBS LL 

(all) 

N/A  

r = 0.08 

0.68 (0.59, 0.78) 

r = 0.53* 

1.07 (0.93,1.21) 

r = 0.66* 

 632 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the partial sensitivity of predicted leaf longevity 633 

to different parameters in our carbon optimality model. Top panels show the ageing 634 

rates of area-based maximum carboxylation rate (Vcmax25a). Bottom panels show 635 

instantaneous carbon gain rate (g(t), solid line) and time-averaged carbon gain rate 636 

(G(t), dashed line). The leaf age at the intersection of the corresponding solid lines 637 

and dashed line represent the optimal leaf longevity. In each column, all other model 638 

parameters were held the same between black and red lines except for the differences 639 

described in the legend. Both top and bottom panels share the same legend in each 640 
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column. In some panels, red solid line is absent because it exactly overlaps with black 641 

solid line. 642 

 643 

Figure 2 The coordination of the parameter b that represents leaf ageing rate (see E4 644 

for details) with mass-based photosynthetic capacity in log-space from meta-analysis. 645 

Blue and red points represent temperate and tropical species, respectively. Squares 646 

and circles represent deciduous and evergreen species, respectively. Black and red 647 

lines represent reduced major axis regression relationships for all species and tropical 648 

species only, respectively. 649 

 650 

Figure 3 The relation between the observed leaf longevity and plant functional traits 651 

in our Panamanian trait data set (a-b). The relation between the predicted leaf 652 

longevity with the two input functional traits and the observed leaf longevity for three 653 

different model setups (c-k, see Material and methods section for details). Each dot 654 

represents a species. In each panel, a line is drawn if there is a significant correlation 655 

(p < 0.05) for canopy leaves (blue), understory leaves (red) or all the leaves (black). 656 

Statistical analysis results can be found in Table 1. 657 

 658 

Figure 4 Model sensitivity to changes in plant-level construction cost (CCplant

 664 

). The 659 

model performance was quantified by (a) the correlation between the predicted and 660 

observed leaf longevity, (b) the slope from reduced major axis regression and (c) 661 

normalized root mean square error (NRMSE). Results for canopy leaves (blue), 662 

understory leaves (red) and all leaves (black) are shown.  663 

Figure 5 Contour plots for the predicted leaf longevity (LL, a-b), leaf lifetime average 665 

carbon gain rate (G(t), c-d) and mass-based leaf lifetime carbon gain (LCG, e-f) for 666 

different combinations of input plant functional traits. The top panels show results 667 

with canopy light and bottom panels show the results with understory light. The 668 

model setup is the same as S3 and CCplant was set to be zero.  669 
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Appendix 1 1 

Calculation of daily carbon gain 2 

In our carbon optimality leaf longevity model, the instantaneous carbon gain 3 

rate (g(t) in E2 from the main text) is estimated from a process-based photosynthesis 4 

model and leaf micro-environment (light, temperature and VPD). The photosynthesis 5 

model is described in Table S2&S3. The canopy radiative transfer model is described 6 

in Table S4&S5. The daily carbon gain rate is calculated as the temporal integral of 7 

net carbon assimilation (An): 8 

24

0

( ) [ ( , , ) ( , , ) (1 )]
h

n sun sun sun n shade shade sun
h

g t A Q T VPD f A Q T VPD f dh



     .   (A1) 9 

Here, Q is PAR absorbed by the leaf at a given canopy position, T is leaf temperature, 10 

VPD is vapor pressure deficit, and fsun is the probability that the leaf is sun-lit. We 11 

assume that fsun is equal to the fraction of sun-lit leaves over all leaves at the given 12 

canopy position. The calculation of fsun can be found in Table S5. 13 

Estimation of                         14 

 We used the photosynthesis model to back-calculate                      (either area-15 

based or mass-based) from the observed light-saturated net carbon assimilation rates 16 

for Panamanian tree species: 17 

.   (A2) 18 

Here, Asat is the light-saturated net carbon assimilation rate (either area-based or mass-19 

based) and cf(T) denotes a correction factor arising from the temperature dependence 20 

of Vcmax. ci is the inter-cellular CO2 concentration, which is set as 80% of atmospheric 21 

CO2 concentration (380 ppm) for well-hydrated leaves [1]. The remaining parameters 22 

in A2 can be found in Table S2&S3. In this equation, we ignore leaf dark respiration 23 

because the instantaneous respiration rate is very small compared to carboxylation 24 

and photorespiration during the measurement at saturated light. 25 
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Data pre-processing for meta-analysis 27 

 The studies included in our meta-analysis reported photosynthetic capacity 28 

decline in three different ways.  29 

In the first category (C1 in Appendix 2), mass-based carbon assimilation rates 30 

for mature leaves (‘mature’ is defined as leaf age is zero) and the estimated leaf age 31 

when Asat would become zero (b in E1 of the main text) are reported. This category 32 

covers all the temperate species and 13 tropical species in our collected data set.  33 

 In the second category (C2 in Appendix 2), two repeated measurements of leaf 34 

photosynthetic capacity at different leaf age were reported, which can be directly used 35 

to calculate b following A3 below: 36 

.       (A3) 37 

In the equation, PCm and PCo denotes photosynthetic capacity (either Asat or Vcmax) of 38 

mature leaves and that of old leaves. to denotes the leaf age of the old leaves (mature 39 

leaves are set to have age 0).  40 

 In the third category (C3 in Appendix 2), multiple measurements of leaf 41 

photosynthetic capacity at different leaf age were reported (G.A. Martins unpublished 42 

data). In this case, we performed a linear regression between leaf age and Vcmax25a 43 

for mature and old leaves (leaf age > 60 days). b is estimated as the negative inverse 44 

of the regression slope.                      is estimated as the Vcmax25 value when leaf age = 45 

60 days using the regression equation. This category incorporates two tropical species 46 

(Fig. S1). The regression analysis is statistically significant for both species (R2 = 47 

0.32, p = 0.006 for Bellucia dichotoma and R2 = 0.32, p = 0.003 for Vismia japurensis) 48 

 Finally, for mature leaves                         is either calculated from                        49 

and leaf mass per area (LMA) if applicable or estimated from mass-based Asat though 50 

equation A2. All the data can be found in Appendix 2. 51 

Leaf-level construction cost 52 

 Leaf-level construction cost (CCleaf) was set to a constant at 1.5 gC gC-1 for 53 

all species in the carbon optimality model. Existing data set of CCleaf suggests that a 54 
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significant but weak relationship (r = -0.2) between CCleaf and LMA (Fig. S8). 55 

Incorporating this correlation in CCleaf will induce 3% deviation from 1.5 gC (gC)-1 56 

under OLS regression and a maximum of ~10% deviation under RMA regression. 57 

Given that the simulated LL is approximately proportional to the square root of CCleaf 58 

(E1 in the main text), the variations in CC will only translate into a maximum of ~5% 59 

changes in the simulated LL. This effect is much smaller than the effects of leaf 60 

ageing rate and light environment (Fig. 3 in the main text), which are the foci of the 61 

manuscript. Therefore, we did not include the CCleaf-LMA correlation in our 62 

numerical experiments. 63 

 64 

 65 

Table S1 Comparison of different regression models for data shown in Fig. S3. The 66 

results suggest both                        and LMA should be incorporated to infer b. Using 67                         as the independent variable can achieve even better performance. 68 

Regression model (N=38) AIC R2
adj  Slope 

    log10(b) ~ log10(LMA) 17.68 0.515   1.05 

    log10(b) ~ log10(                      ) 38.37 0.165   -1.18 

    log10(b) ~ log10(                      ) + log10(LMA) 5.90 0.653   1.01, -1.03 

    log10(b) ~ log10(                       )* 3.90 0.663   -1.01 

*                         =                        / LMA 69 

 70 

Table S2 Equations for photosynthesis and stomatal conductance model used to 71 

estimate instantaneous photosynthesis rate.  72 

Equations Notes Ref. 

 min , ,n c j p darkA w w w R    Net carbon assimilation 

rate (An, μmol/m2/s).  
2,3 

*

max
(1 )

i
c c

i C
O

cw V Oc K
K

      
 

Rubisco-limited 

photosynthetic rate (wc, 

μmol/m2/s)  

2 
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*

*4 ( 2 )
i

j
i

cw J
c
    

  

Electron-transport 

limited rate of 

photosynthetic rate (wj, 

μmol/m2/s) 

2 

2
max max max( ) 4

2
e e eJ J J J J J

J
      

  

The rate of electrons 

through the thylakoid 

membrane (μmol/m2/s) 

2,3 

e PSIIJ Q     
  

The rate of whole 

electron transport 

provided by light 

(μmol/m2/s). Calculation 

of Q (absorbed light) is 

described in Table S3 

3 

max0.5p cw V 
  

Triose phosphate export 

limited rate of 

photosynthesis 

(μmol/m2/s) 

4 

25
( 298.15)

exp( )
298.15

K para

K

T H
Para Para

R T
       

Temperature 

dependence function for 

various parameters 

including KC, KO ,Γ* , 

Rdark and Vcmax. TK 

denotes leaf temperature 

in Kelvin. Reference 

temperature is 25 ℃. 

3 

2 2
max max,25

25 273.15
exp(( ) ( ) )opt K opt

T T

T T T
J J

        

Temperature 

dependence frunction 

for maximum electron 

transport rate (Jmax). Topt 

is the optimal 

temperature for Jmax. 

3,5 

1

1

1.6 (1 )

( )
1(1 )

1.6 (1 )

n
s

a

n s a i

i a

Agg
cVPD

A g c c

c c g
VPD

   
  

     
  

Use optimal stomatal 

model to estimate 

internal CO2 

concentration (ci) from 

atmospheric CO2 

concentration (ca) and 

vapor pressure deficit 

(VPD) 

6,7 
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 74 

Table S3 Parameters used in photosynthesis and stomatal conductance model. 75 

Symbol/Equations Notes Ref. 

380ac     Atmospheric CO2 concentration (ppm)   

1 3.77g     Coefficient in stomatal conductance scheme 7 

max,25 max,251.67 cJ V 
  

Maximum electron transport rate 

(μmol/m2/s) at 25 ℃ 
8 

210O    Atmospheric O2 concentration (pp 

thousand)  
 

8.314R
  

Universal gas constant (J/K/mol)  

35optT 
  

Optimal temperature for Jmax (℃) 9 

,25 404.9
79.43

C

C

K

K
H


    

Michaelis-Menton constant for carboxylase 

(μmol/mol) at 25 ℃ and activation energy 

for temperature dependence (kJ/mol) 

10 

,25 278.4
36.38

O

O

K

K
H


    

Michaelis-Menton constant for oxygenase 

(mmol/mol) at 25 ℃ and activation energy 

for temperature dependence (kJ/mol) 

10 

,25 max,250.015
46.39

dark

dark c

R

R V
H

 
    

Leaf dark respiration (μmol/m2/s) at 25 ℃ 

and activation energy for temperature 

dependence (kJ/mol) 

10 

max

max,25

65.33
c

c

V

V
H    

Maximum carboxylation rate (μmol/m2/s) at 

25 ℃ is acquired from observations. Its 

activation energy for temperature 

dependence (kJ/mol) is listed 

10 

*

*
25 42.75

38.83H
 
    

CO2 compensation point (μmol/mol) at 

25 ℃ and activation energy for 

temperature dependence (kJ/mol) 

10 

0.85 
  

Leaf absorbance fraction of 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 
2,3 

0.5 
  

Fraction of PAR that reaches PSII system 2,3 
40.352 0.022 3.42PSII T e T    

℃ ℃

  

Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII 

photochemistry. T℃ denotes leaf 

temperature in Celsius. 

11 

40.76 0.018 3.7T e T   
℃ ℃

  
Convexity of light-response curve. T℃ 

denotes leaf temperature in Celsius. 
11 

11.6 0.18T optT   
  

Coefficient for the temperature function of 11 
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Jmax. 

 76 

 77 

Table S4 Equations to calculate incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 78 

over canopy. Rshort denotes total short-wave radiations from in-situ observations. P 79 

denotes observed air pressure and P0 denotes standard air pressure. 80 

Equations Notes Ref. 

,0 ,

,0 ,(1 )
b short PAR PAR b

d short PAR PAR b

PAR R f f
PAR R f f

  
      

The canopy top 

photosynthetically active 

radiation in beam (PARb,0) and 

diffuse (PARd,0) light 

12 

, ,

, , , ,

,
,

, ,

, , , , 2

0.9
(1 ( ) )

0.7

b vis d vis
PAR

b nir d nir b vis d vis

b vis
PAR b

b vis d vis

short

b nir d nir b vis d vis

R R
f

R R R R
R

f
R R

R
R R R R

   
 

    

 
 

The fraction of total PAR over 

total incoming radiation (fPAR) and 

the fraction of beam PAR over 

total PAR (fPAR,b) 12 

0
0.185

,
600

P m
P

b vis
eR
m

  
  

Expected beam visible radiation 

under clear sky (W/m2) 12 

,
,

0.4 (600 )b vis
d vis

R m
R

m
  

  

Expected diffuse visible radiation 

under clear sky (W/m2) 
12 

0
0.06

,
720

P m
P

b nir
e wR

m

   
  

Expected beam near-infrared 

radiation under clear sky (W/m2) 12 

,
,

0.6 (720 )b nir
d nir

R m w
R

m
   

  

Expected diffuse near-infrared 

radiation under clear sky (W/m2) 
12 

2
10 101.195 0.4459 log 0.0345 (log )1320 10 m mw      

  

Expected water absorbance of 

near-infrared radiation in the 

atmosphere (W/m2) 

12 

1cos( )m SZA 
  

Parameter calculated from solar 

zenith angle (SZA) 
12 
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Table S5 Equations to calculate radiative transfer within canopy with a total leaf area 83 

index as LC. The light absorbed by any middle layer of leaves from Ltop to Lbot within 84 

the canopy can be calculated as the difference between the light absorbed by Lbot and 85 

the light absorbed by Ltop. 86 

Equations Notes Ref. 

,0

,0

(1 ) (1 )

(1 ) (1 )

b C

d C

k CI L
tot cb b

k CI L
cd d

Q PAR e

PAR e




  
  

    
       

Total PAR absorbed by 

canopy (μmol/m2/s) 4,13,14 

, , ,sun b sun d sun s sunQ Q Q Q     Total PAR absorbed by 

sun-lit leaves 

(μmol/m2/s) 
13 

, ,0 (1 ) (1 )b Ck CI L
b sun bQ PAR e          Beam PAR absorbed by 

sun-lit leaves 

(μmol/m2/s) 
4,13,14 

( )
, ,0 (1 ) (1 )b d Ck k CI L d

d sun d cd
b d

kQ PAR e
k k

              
Diffuse PAR absorbed 

by sun-lit leaves 

(μmol/m2/s) 
4,13,14 

( )
, ,0

2

[(1 ) (1 )

0.5 (1 ) (1 )]

b b C

b C

k k CI L b
s sun b cb

b b
k CI L

kQ PAR e
k k

e




   

   

      
    

  

Scattered PAR 

absorbed by sun-lit 

leaves (μmol/m2/s) 
4,13,14 

shade tot sunQ Q Q    Total PAR absorbed by 

sun-lit leaves 

(μmol/m2/s) 
13 

,
(1 )b Ck CI L

C sun
b

eL
k

     
Sun-lit LAI within the 

canopy 4,13,14 

, ,C shade C C sunL L L    Shaded LAI within the 

canopy 
13 

0.5
cos( )bk

SZA
   

Extinction coefficient 

for sun-lit fraction of 

LAI 
13 

0.46
cos( )bk

SZA
    

Extinction coefficient 

for beam and scattered 

beam PAR 
13 

0.719dk    Extinction coefficient 

for diffuse and scattered 

diffuse PAR 
13 
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0.029cb    Canopy reflection 

coefficient for beam 

PAR 
13 

0.036cd    Canopy reflection 

coefficient for diffuse 

PAR 
13 

0.15    Leaf scatting 

coefficient of radiation 
13 

0.63CI    Leaf clumping index 4,14 
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